
HANDBELL MAINTENANCE TIPS

1. Use an artist paint brush once a month or so to remove dust and dirt 
from around the bottom of the clapper mechanisms. Swish the bristles of 
the brush under the clapper mechanism, and loosen up the dirt and dust 
at the bottom of the casting. Turn the bell upside down, close your eyes, 
and blow out the dust.

2. If bells are kept out on the bell table, always stand them upright rather 
than keeping them flat on the table.

3. Keep bells either in air conditioning or space that doesn't get hot and 
humid. Moisture that gets into the cases will tarnish the bells. Once a year 
vacuum the inside of the handbell cases, especially after giving the bells a 
good paste polish.

4. Malmark bells: Tighten the handle screws once or twice a year. Use two 
small-handled phillips screwdrivers, one on each side of the handle, and 
give a twist. You;d be surprised how loose those screws can get. If a 
screwdriver slips and creates a burr on the screw, file it smooth with a  file 
or emory board.

5. Schulmerich™ bells: Never use cream polish or the red side of a polish 
cloth on the inside of the castings. A micro-fiber cloth works great, both 
inside and outside the casting. Another clean substitute for the red/yellow 
polishing cloth is called the “Sunshine Cloth”.

1. Keep gum and hard candy out of your mouth, and don't drink anything 
around bells. Little dots appearing on the bell castings are from talking 
over the bells - spit! Wipe handbells after each rehearsal with a polish 
cloth or a micro-fiber cloth. Wipe the bell down first with the red side, 
using an up & down motion, not a twisting motion; follow with the yellow 
part of the cloth. Once the red part of the cloth fades, it's no good 
anymore for polishing. Wash it for the perfect cloth for polishing with 
Simicrome. When Malmark bells are routinely polished with a twisting 
motion, it is easy for the casting to shift off the sweet spot for ringing, 
where the scribe mark is located on the inside of the casting. The 
handle screw may be stripped, and the casting might not be able to be 
tightened into proper position. The resulting sound is a wide vibrato 
and “out of tune” sound. Schulmerich™ handbells are in danger of 
having the index pin sheared off, resulting in a spinning casting and the 
same issues as with Malmark bells. 

 



1. Always lay bells in the cases with handles sideways, so you can see the 
loop, not the note name. Otherwise, handles get misshapen. Malmark 
handles may be returned to the proper shape by holding them in boiling 
water for a few minutes (do NOT get the castings wet!). Take the 
handles out of the water, wrap a rubber band around the part that 
needs shaping, and let cool. Make sure to not let water get close to the 
part of the handle that touches the handguard.

8. Be careful not to let bell castings touch anything hard, like jewelry or 
other bells, and never drop or clang bells together. Using mallets that are 
too hard for the range bells specified, or whomping bells in the wrong 
place (too close to base or rim) is likely to case bells to crack and break. 
Executing a forceful martellato may also damage a bell. I’ve seen many 
broken castings because of abuse! One G3 was so damaged (by mallets) 
that I could stick my finger through a hole in the casting.

9. Ringers need to be aware of what if feels and sounds like when the 
clapper screw becomes loose. Clappers have been known to fly out of 
bells, and once the screw becomes loose, it doesn't take long for that to 
happen. Unless the screw is so loose that the clapper spins around, 
turning the clapper head clockwise may tighten it up until you can tighten 
with a screwdriver. If it's already very loose, push down on the screw with 
your thumb and move it clockwise until it's tight enough to turn the 
clapper head to finish tightening.

10. Routinely check for cracks in handles, handguards, and restraining 
springs. Replace broken parts before they fall apart at the worst moment. 
It might be a good idea to have several restraining springs of various sizes 
on hand for when one breaks unexpectedly. It can take up to a week to get 
replacement parts, so it’s good to have spares handy.

I hope these tips are helpful for maintaining your handbells for long life 
and ministry.
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